Ch. Kham of Norbulingka
(5 Times BIS Winner)

At Stud to approved bitches — (All dogs x-rayed and cleared of hip-dysplasia)

Ch. Lingkhor Bhu of Norbulingka
(Red Gold Son of Kham)

Ch. Licos Skipki-La
Sire: Ch. Licos Omorfo-La
Dam: Ch. Hamilton Pluti

Puppies usually for sale

We breed for Quality, Temperament and Conformation.

Phyllis Marcy
59 Central Street
Franklin, NH 03235
(603) 934-3809
KYI-RA
DOGS OF TIBET

Bob & Dorthe Chase

Tibetan Terrier Litter late July. Sired by Rem-Pa Gan-Zag Lamleh of Kalai, Best In Show, Jr. at Associated Rare Breed Match, 1971. Inquiries welcomed.

“Ser Roos”, Hamilton Line Bred, is an elegant red-gold son of the famous “Teeters”, Ch. Chen Nyun Ti. Roos has major points with 3 to go for Championship. At stud.

Available
Two young prospective show males sired by “Ser Roos” x Cha Se’s Tru Gritta, charming stylish daughter of Ch. Willie of Cornwallis. Gritta will also be shown by Bob Sharp.
Ch. Pon Go's Ton-Kha


Breeder, owner handled to her numerous Best of Breed and Best of Opposite wins.

Carolyn & Edmund Sledzik
1704 Shag Bark Circle
Reston, Va. 22070
Pictured: Reserve winners bitch from puppy class at: Bronx N.Y. Show — judge: Mr. Likewise.

To date Pumkin has 5 points, a major and a Best of Winners for 2 points.

Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Ripley
1 University Pl.
New York, N.Y. 10003
ADVERTISING RATES:
1. Inside front cover: $40.00
2. Back cover: $40.00
3. Inside back cover: $30.00
4. All other full pages: $20.00
5. Any one-half page (except pages 1, 2, and 3): $10.00
6. All cuts (pictures) $5.00 in addition to the regular rate regardless of size.

ISSUES AND DEADLINE:
March issue . . . . Deadline Jan. 21
June Issue . . . . Deadline April 21
September issue . . Deadline July 21
December issue . . Deadline Oct. 21

"Any claims or statements of the writers or advertisers in this publication represent their own opinions and are not necessarily those of the editor of the Bulletin or of the officers and directors of the American Lhasa Apso Club. Do not reprint without permission."
This Grand old Lady is the pride of Tabu. She is the mother of our Best In Show Tibet of Cornwallis. She is pictured above gaining a single last point at the age of seven under the late Mr. Robert Griffing. Now having celebrated her 10th birthday June 20, 1972, she can readily be mistaken for the 2 year olds.

Her red gold floor length coat is the texture we all dream of. Her dominant producing reflects in her children and grandchildren.

Thank you Great Lady. Many champions are your grandchildren and great grandchildren. Among them BOS at 1972 ALAC Specialty Ch. Kasha’s Nyima Zu Nam Che.

Tabu Lhasa Apsos
Norman & Carolyn Herbel
1862 West Maple
Langhorne, Pa. 19047
President’s Message

JUNE, 1972

First, let us thank Norman Herbel and Pat Chenoweth for this inaugural issue of our new bulletin. We have high hopes that this new venture will spark new interest among our members. The bulletin can be self-sustaining, or can even become a source of income for our club, if we make full use of the advertising space it provides.

Our American Lhasa Apso Club Specialty Show on May 7th, 1972 exceeded our expectations. In spite of the mud, which threatened to swallow spectators, exhibitors and dogs alike, we had a record entry of 173, the largest entry at Trenton that day. Many wonderful dogs were shown, all of whom were captured on film by Norman Herbel for our archives, and at the very end of the day, the breed-winning Lhasa Apso, Ch. Chen Korum-Ti, was awarded Best in Show over some 4,000 dogs.

We would like to express our warm appreciation to Mrs. Sharon Binkowski and Mr. Frank J. Landgraf, who judged our futurity and breed classes respectively, for a job well done. We would also like to mention that Mrs. Landgraf was a most gracious and efficient steward for our breed classes over a long and tiring day, and deserves many thanks. And, speaking of thank-yous, Joel and Edith Fishbach put together a most elegant assemblage of trophies. We certainly appreciate their services, and to the many people who gave their time and effort on the busiest of days to help insure a smooth-running specialty, thank-you very sincerely.

On the evening of May 6th, the American Lhasa Apso Club had its first dinner meeting at Doylestown’s Water Wheel Restaurant. The steak was excellent and was enjoyed by 63 interested, active members. The success of the evening was due to the efforts of Mrs. Adrienne Ripley, who troubled over the preparations for months. We hope this kind of social gathering will become a frequent occurrence in our club.

Signed,

Robert D. Sharp
NEW LOCAL SPECIALTY CLUB:

KENTUCKIANA LHASA APSO CLUB of Louisville, Kentucky
The Officers and Directors are: President, Whitney J. Richard; Vice President, Al Smith; Treasurer, Earl Romine; Secretary, Al Vogt. Directors: Doris Effinger, Ivy Romine, Jody Schell, Richard Huntington, and Bessie L. Crowe.

GREATER DETROIT LHASA APSO CLUB
The Greater Detroit Lhasa Apso Club will treat the entry at the Progressive Dog Club of Wayne County, Inc. as their Specialty to be held October 8, 1972. Judge Robert G. Wills. For information contact: Mrs. Shirley Scott, Trophy Chairman
429 Rochdale Drive
Rochester, Michigan 48063

LHASA APSO CLUB of WESTCHESTER
Match show Sunday — September 24, 1972. Judging will begin at 12 noon.
Location:
Guinsburg Pavilion
Mohegan Colony Assc. Nursery School
Mohegan Lake, New York
Tom & Donna Davis, Co-Chairmen

AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB Fall (B) Match
Host Club: National Capitol Area Lhasa Apso Club
Location: Tucker Road Recreation Center
Oxen Hill, Maryland
Contact: Mr. & Mrs. J. Kirk
3964 Bel Pre #3
Silver Springs, Md.

LHASA APSO CLUB OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
President: Mr. Bill Stretch
130 Lansberry Court
Los Gatos, California
Annual Fall Fun Match Saturday, October 4, 1972
Chairman: Judy Newton

LHASA APSO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
President: Lorraine Shannon
16971 Lowell Circle
Huntingdon Beach, California

NEW ENGLAND
Phyllis Marcy (temporary president) and Barbara Brakeley (temporary secretary and treasurer) have been instrumental in forming a new club for the Lhasa Lovers of the New England area. They plan to have their annual match in May and have already had their first in May of 1972. Best Wishes From ALAC.
Ch. Potala Keke's Tomba Tu

Group 1 Staten Island Kennel Club
June 25, 1972
Judge: Mr. Beale
Bred and owned by Keke Blumberg
and
Shown by Carolyn A. Herbel
Keke Blumberg
848 Winter Road
Rydal, Pa. 19046
The foundation of the Lhasa breed is some eight hundred years old. The breeding in Tibet was controlled and restricted. This process established a basic genetic reproduction. Translated into our present day knowledge, is that if we seek perfection, in the breeding of dogs and biological reproductions, records must be established for the use of future generations, to prevent the trial and error breeding.

As of this day there are times when breeding takes place without research. The result in numerous cases, is disappointment. Considering the 172 dogs I examined, I think that most Lhasa breeders are very careful.

I enjoyed judging the puppies because of the excellent bone substance and eye catching quality of coat.

The classes produced in number, better quality bitches than dogs. This is an excellent condition, because, as we all agree the bitch is what truly produces the litter and its quality. This means that the Lhasa breeders can look forward to good quality show stock of uniformity. One must always remember to study pedigrees in advance of the bitch coming in season.

The class dogs and bitches presented a preponderence of excellent bone. This again establishes my opinion that the foundation breeding was established scientifically. There was a variance of the quality of the coat. This results in an age factor, individual diet and grooming.

The temperament was excellent. Examination was never interrupted by the dogs' resistance. In the gait a goodly number presented a very gay performance. A limited number did not like the lead and moved poorly.

The Special Class was of such outstanding quality, that a complete photographic record of history should have been established. I sincerely hope that future Specialty Shows will bring together such excellent Champions.

I was very flattered by the entry of 172. The record entry put me on the spot and I tried very hard, to apply the standard at all times.

I am most thankful, to the exhibitors who had confidence in my knowledge of the breed to build the entry to 172.

A great deal of credit is due the Show Committee, Officers and Club Members for laboring so long and hard to produce an excellent show.

I sincerely hope that the foregoing shall prove of some small benefit to some of the Lhasa folks.

Thank you for the opportunity to judge so many excellent specimens.

Signed,

Frank J. Landgraff
“A Brief Account of Tibetan Dogs” is available by mail from Marjorie Moore.

Price: $1.25. Proceeds from sale of the book go to the Tibetan Relief Fund.

This book includes the first recorded definitions and comments on the standards of the Apso by Tibetan Apso connoisseurs. A valuable addition to your Apso Library.

Address requests to: Mrs. John R. Moore
9211 Wofford Lane
College Park, Md. 20740

Do You Have The Answers?
Morris & Essex Kennel Club 1952
Judge: Mr. Harry Lumb

6 Mr. and Mrs. C.S. Cutting. Hamilton Homburg, R88885, July 30, 1951. Breeders, owners. By Le (Tibet)—Hamilton Prome.


8 Mr. and Mrs. C.S. Cutting. Le (Tibet), R65501, November, 1948. Breeder, Dalai Lama (Tibet). By Nanchan—Lucknow.

WINNERS, DOGS. First.......... Reserve.......... 


LHASA APSOS. Specials Only

Best Lhasa Apso. No.......... Best of Opposite Sex, No.......... 

Question: What were the placings?
Answer in September Issue.
Western ALAC Specialty

Best of Breed and Best of Opposite

Ch. Chen Korum Ti  Ch. Kinderland’s Tonka

Puppies Available:

Sired by: Ch. Kyi Chu Friar Tuck
           Ch. Chen Korum Ti

Handler-Agent: For Kori and Tonka

Robert D. Sharp
Friar Tuck Road
Ancramdale, N.Y.
Kinderland’s Kennels

Ch. Ruffway Mar Pa
Kinderland’s Kennels proudly presents one of their top producing stud dogs:

Sire of: Eastern ALAC Grand Futurity Winner 1972
         Kinderland’s L’oo-Ky – 2 pts.
         Winners Dog at Westminster 1972
         Lenlo Sum Yter Dmar-Po – 14 pts.

Group Winner
CH. KINDERLAND’S GOLIATH

Ellen Lonigro
Route 2, Box 215
Culpeper, Virginia
Kinderland's Kennels

Group Winner:

Ch. Kinderland's Goliath

Other winning Offspring:

Ch. Waigood Ceimo
Kinderland's Tim-Pa — 13 pts.
Kinderland's Tonka-Tu — 13 pts.
Kinderland's Madupa — 4 pts.

Ellen Lonigro
Route 2, Box 215
Culpeper, Virginia
Dinner Meeting Report

On the eve before the Lhasa Apso Specialty at Trenton, breed fanciers gathered at a charming restaurant, The Water Wheel Inn, in Doylestown, Pa. to dine and get acquainted. We were pleased to have many members from the Midwest as well as those friends from the East. Sharon Binkowski, our futurity judge, was the guest of honor, and was presented with a plaque by The Greater Detroit Lhasa Apso Club for her achievements throughout the past year for the breed.

A special thanks to Mr. Charles Kiker, the restaurant proprietor, who suggested and organized a beautiful candle-lit dinner. The entrée was a sumptuous filet mignon, which few of us could finish and appropriately, doggie bags were passed around so that we could share the left overs.

Bob Sharp, our club president, conducted a brief club meeting after the dinner. The evening was highlighted by Norman Herbel showing his movies taken during the 1971 Specialty. It was a fascinating film, expertly edited, which caused bursts of applause and an occasional chuckle from those within earshot of Norman’s amusing running commentary.

Signed,

Adrienne Ripley
Futurity Notes

In judging the 1972 American Lhasa Apso Club Futurity I did have one regret. That is, I sincerely wish there had been more ribbons to award, because the quality in most classes was outstanding.

First place in the 6-9 month class went to Pon Gos Zuka. Bred by Edmond and Carolyn Sledzik and co-owned and handled by Ellen Lonigro, she is a sound and showy Lhasa with fantastic ring presence for her tender age. Joi Sans Joy of Chu Shu owned by Joyce Stambaugh was second. Third place was awarded to another Sledzik bred dog, Pon Gos Oddi-Oddi, owned by David and Mary Slaby. KeKe Blumberg’s breeder-owned Potala KeKe’s Sharabara was fourth.

The 9-12 month entry was especially delightful to judge. To the best of my memory, there wasn’t a single entry that, in my opinion, didn’t deserve a placement ribbon. Winner and Best Puppy in Futurity was Carolyn A. Herbel’s homebred Tabu’s Gold Galaxy, a beautifully balanced and sound female. Jean Stang’s Shyr Lyz Nanda Shan of Chu Shu, breeder Shirley Scott, was second, Stephen Campbell’s breeder owned Rimar’s Tipit was third, and Dorothy T. Schottgen’s Potala KeKe’s Topaz, breeder KeKe Blumberg, was fourth.

In the 12-15 month adult Futurity class Best Adult and Grand Futurity Winner was Faith Kirk’s and Ellen Lonigro’s Kinderland’s L’oo-Ky. L’oo-Ky, in beautiful condition, moves with that certain style and elegance that sets him apart from “the crowd”. Kinderland’s Tonka Tu, bred by Ellen Lonigro and owned by Ellen and Mrs. Wilson Browning was second. Potala KeKe’s Kelana bred by KeKe Blumberg and owned by Jeanne Hope and KeKe was third, and fourth place went to Patricia Duricka’s and Carol Kuendel’s Chok’s Joppa Bu Mo, breeder Carol Kuendel.

In the 15-18 month class winners were: first, Mrs. Laura Shein’s and Mrs. Paula Lieberman’s Tyba Kai Ni, breeder Paula Lieberman, second, Kyi Chu Impi, owned by Ruth Smith and bred by Ruth and Shelley Perna, third Toby Glick’s Sir Ghenghis Khan, breeder Frank Soldo, and fourth Arlene Bloch’s and Margaret Del Conte’s Karma LoLo Ko, breeder Mrs. Dorothy Cohen.

If I had to pick an area where I felt improvement could be made in some of the puppies that I judged it would have to be rear soundness. Generally speaking, I made my choices on the basis of overall soundness and balance with the ultimate deciding factor being movement and showmanship.

In closing, I would like to thank all of the exhibitors for their courteous ring manners and I would like to wish each and everyone a successful show career with their lovely Futurity Lhasas.

Signed,

Sharon Binkowski
1972 Westminster Winners

Best of Breed: CH. Chen Korum Ti  Owned by Pat Chenoweth
Best of Opposite: CH. Pon Go’s Ton-Kha  Owned by C. & E. Sledzik
Winners Dog: Lenlo Sum Yter Dmar-Po  Owned by Lois Fellows
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners: Berano’s Sah-Si-Tsu
Owned by M. & J. Mahan
Reserve Winners Dog: Potala Chiang  Owned by Cindy Trefrey
Reserve Winners Bitch: Ming-Toy Kinderland’s Bhuta
Owned by Ellen Lonigro

FROM THE EDITOR

Due to the fact that our June issue is late; consequently the September issue will be late; therefore, anyone wishing to advertise in the September issue can do so by sending your information to the Editor by September 21, 1972.

The December issue will (hopefully) be on schedule so please adhere to the deadline for the December issue which is October 21, 1972.

We are most grateful for the support of our advertisers for the first issue and extend to them our appreciation. It is not the intent of this publication to omit any prospective advertiser. We are confident you will understand that our first issue is subject to your scrutiny and you will desire to advertise in future issues.

Please accept our apology for being tardy, and we will make every attempt to avoid any future delays. With the continued support of our membership, we have great expectations for the future so please accept this invitation to become an active, progressive member of our ever expanding Lhasa Family.
1972 ALAC Futurity Placings

### Puppy Futurity 6 to 9 months
1st — PON GOS ZUKA By Ch. Ruffway Marpa x Shing Thun Sachs On, CD (Bitch)
2nd — JOI SANS JOY OF CHUSHU By Ch. Arborhill's Bhran Dieh x Chu Shu's Kiri (Bitch)
3rd — PON GOS ODDI-ODDI By Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis x Ch. Pon Go's Chi Kha (Dog)
4th — POTALA KEKE'S SHARABARA By Ch. Karma San-Po x Karma Rus-Timala (Bitch)

### Puppy Futurity 9 to 12 months
1st — TABU’S GOLD GALAXY By Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis x Tabu's Kiss Me Kate (Bitch)
2nd — SHYR LYR NANDA SHAN OF CHUSHU By Ch. Cherryshores Bah Bieh Boi x Ch Josette’s Mai Li Shir La (Bitch)
3rd — RIMAR’S TIPIT By Ch. Lingkhor Bhu of Norbulingka x Rondelay Lhamo Zen Ma (Bitch)
4th — POTALA KEKE’S TOPAZ By Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis X Ch Potala KeKe’s Luckee (Bitch)

### Adult Futurity, 12 to 15 months
1st — KINDERLAND’S L’OOO-KY By Ch. Ruffway Marpa x Ch. Kinderland’s Sang-Po (Dog)
2nd — KINDERLAND’S TONKA TU By Ch. Ruffway Marpa x Ch. Kinderland’s Sang-Po (Bitch)
3rd — POTALA KEKE’S KELANA By Ch. Everglo Zijuh Tomba x Ch Potala Keke’s Yum Yum (Bitch)
4th — CHOK’S JOPPA BU MO By Kinderland’s Tim Pa x Ch Ming Toy’s Ku Su Bar Ba (Bitch)

### Adult Futurity, 15 to 18 months
1st — TYBA KAI NI By Karma Kacho x Karma Rus Timantra (Bitch)
2nd — KYI CHU IMPI By Ch. Mingtree the Wooly Booger x Kyi Chu Yinkin (Bitch)
3rd — SIR GHENGHIS KHAN By Ch. Chen Korum Ti x Barfras Pou Yank (Dog)
4th — KARMA LOLO KO By Karma Kacho x Ch. Karma Rus-Tilolo (Bitch)

### Eastern ALAC Specialty 1972

Best of Breed — Group 1 — Best in Show: Ch. Chen Korum Ti Owned by Pat Chenoweth
Best of Opposite: Ch. Kasha’s Nyima Zu Nam-Che Owned by Marlene S. Annunziata
Winners Dog and Best of Winners: Len Lo Bzi Tu-Sun Owned by Lois Fellows
Winners Bitch: Norbulingka Petunia Owned by Phyllis Marcy
Reserve Winners Dog: Pop’N H’Ai Chu Owned by Lawrence M. Scheur
Reserve Winners Bitch: Karma Rus Timantra Owned by Paula Lieberman
Grand Futurity Winner '72

Kinderland's L'oo-Ky

Owners: Faith Kirk and Ellen Lonigro
Breeder: Ellen Lonigro
Sire: Ch. Ruffway Marpa
Dam: Ch. Kinderland's Sang-Pa
Judge: Sharon Binkowski
(Arbor Hill Kennels)